
Subject: Funniest political story I've ever heard.
Posted by Javaxcx on Wed, 26 Jan 2005 16:51:13 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

=[DT=gbull=[L]=]black and White is your job, i would hate to take it from you.  Morals never come
in to play in your posts, only exact law.

There is a reason I don't USUALLY bother to post my moral opinions on something.  Firstly, it's
none of your business.  Secondly, I have no personal intention of forcing my morals on anyone (a
problem you and your annoying ilk have a tendency to do) so I do not waste my time trying to. 
Finally, it is irrelevant how I personally feel when it comes to commenting on something.  You
might be surprised, but you and I have very similar morals-- the difference is that I don't go around
preaching them and putting down others because they don't necessarily coincide.

The law on the other hand, is something concrete that in theory shouldn't waver in the face of
morality.  You and quite a few others lack an understanding of this and is usually what causes
these heated discussions.  The irony is that you agree to the law by being an American citizen. 
Just like I agree to Canadian law by being Canadian.  And just like we both agree to International
Law because we signed the Charter.  If you don't like any of the preceeding, luckily all of those
laws give you the freedom to pack up your bags and leave.

Quote:However thats not the point, the point is that the Germans could not JUSTLY accuse us of
genocide as none was commited.

Just in YOUR courts, no.  The same is likely in Canadian courts as well.  The difference here is
that Germany doesn't run like America does.  And what is just in Germany may not be just in
America and vice versa.  Remember, America's code of justice in a global level is no more valid
than Cape Verde's.
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